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ably this lady who is the heroine of The Tsar and the Maiden
(Karadzic, i. 234). The maiden is determined not to spin or
embroider, but to build a church. The sultan tries to beguile her
by messages, and then sends a vast army of Arabs, Tatars, and
Janissaries; but he is defeated, captured, blinded, and forced to
wander over the mountains like a wild bird.
The Bulgarian songs, if my authorities are truly representative
in this matter, display a more lively interest in the lesser super-
natural. The Miladinov brothers reproduce twenty-six ballads of
this sort, and Dozon has a minimum of sixteen. To the Vile' corre-
spond the Bulgarian 'samodive*. A 'juda* is a 'samodiva', but with
a New Testament name. There are also Lamias, dragons,
Charontes, Fates, a Pest, snakes, dragons, the Sun and Moon, an
unchristian God, and talking birds and animals of al! sorts. The
bold youth defies the £samodivej to a contest on the flute, tricks
them by enchantments, and steals their magic clothing. The last
is an important point; the clothes may be stolen while the elemental
is bathing; she will then be fully domesticated and bear children,
but only so long as the clothes are kept from her. The Sun marries
human girls. In Grosdanka (Dozon 13) we encounter the wide-
spread story of Dummy. Grozdanka is virtuous. For nine years
she keeps the silence befitting a young bride, to the great annoyance
of the Sun, who is about to take another bride when she speaks and
shames the pert new fiancee. In a Greek folk-tale this motif is
united with that of The Girl who went to War, to make a double
plot. The Christian supernatural mingles with the pagan. It was
the curiosity of St. John the Baptist which gave one 'sarnodiva' the
chance of recovering her clothes and escaping. Then there are
magic and transformations. A snake may come from a magic flute
and bite the player; a girl may challenge a nightingale in song as
well as a 'samodiva'. To escape his mother's reproaches a boy
would like to become an eagle and fly to Malamka's garden; two
lovers would like to become forest trees, so as to be sawn into
planks for one bed. The fountain is the rendezvous, and a ring and
girdle are guardians of virginity. Curses are a wasting sorrow to
many: to the girl who is doomed to be infertile till fishes sing, and
one who falls ill for nine years, to the husband who has no children
by his wife, and to Koico who was married for only two days.
The numerous lovers' ballads shade off imperceptibly into true
lyrics. This is especially so in ballads of momentary situations,

